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New Credit Repair Software Offers Consumers Customized Solutions for Improving
Financial Well-Being
Simple program allows users to effectively dispute inaccuracies and remove unverifiable information from credit reports

Dallas, TX (November 18, 2009) – Luster, a Dallas-based provider of credit repair solutions, today
announced the launch of its downloadable credit repair software that provides consumers the
necessary tools for disputing inaccuracies and unverifiable information on credit reports, to improve
credit scores legally, privately and effectively.
Available for download at www.lustermycredit.com, Luster is a comprehensive and educational
product offering consumers the resources to contact credit bureaus and creditors on their own,
without the need or expense of credit repair agencies or lawyers.
"With limited credit availability, the accuracy of a consumer's credit report has never been more
important than it is today," said Luster co-founder Colin McGrady. "Luster offers users the necessary
tools to ensure the accuracy of their credit report, providing credit file management and an
application that allows users to successfully improve their credit score independently versus hiring a
costly attorney."
Once the software is downloaded on the user’s computer, Luster provides solutions for each step and
possible scenario of the credit dispute process, allowing for customized communications in disputing
inaccuracies and unverifiable information on credit reports. Luster’s affordability, easy-to-use interface
and privacy allow for a simple and secure software package.
Luster retails for $49.99 and is available for download on Microsoft and Macintosh operating systems.
The one-time fee includes two user log-ins, a credit repair manual, access to more than 30
professionally drafted dispute letters, and tracking and recording of all letters and correspondence for
the three major credit bureaus. A free 30-day trial is available with limited access to all of Luster’s
features.
“Luster gives consumers complete control for disputing inaccurate credit reporting at a reasonable
price point. With so many credit repair options available, Luster strives to be transparent, giving our
users a credible solution they can trust,” continued McGrady.
Identifying a need for a solution to disputing credit report inaccuracies, McGrady developed his first
credit repair software in undergraduate school and continued to study the credit reporting industry.
After meeting Stephen Harris, an attorney with experience in over 10,000 consumer related matters,
McGrady decided to expand and update the software, creating Luster.
About Luster
Luster is a Dallas-based provider of credit repair software solutions that offers necessary tools for disputing
inaccuracies and unverifiable information on credit reports, improving credit scores legally, privately and
effectively. Available for download at www.lustermycredit.com, Luster is a comprehensive and educational
product offering the most legal, ethical and up-to-date software solution for credit repair. Luster is a product of
Kashkoi Software, LLC, a privately held corporation founded in 2009 by Stephen Harris and Colin McGrady. For
more information, please visit lustermycredit.com.
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